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REVIEW ARTICLE
The rhythms of English poetry. By DEREKATTRIDGE.
(English language series,

14.) London & New York: Longman, 1982.Pp. xiv, 395. Cloth $30.00, paper
$17.95.
Reviewed by BRUCEHAYES, UCLA
1. INTRODUCTION.
Metrics is a field studied by two groups, linguists and

literaryscholars, who often disagree-sometimes acrimoniously.The rhythms
of Englishpoetry is the work of a man with divided loyalties. Attridgeis clearly
influencedby generativelinguistsin his views of both the goals and the content
of metricaltheory, but his declared allegiance is literary:throughformalanalysis, he hopes to explicate the esthetic functionof rhythmand meter in poetry.
A's book is valuable; it has built a solid foundationfor much future work in
metrics. It is filled with novel ideas and useful examples. But from a linguist's
point of view, it is also extremely frustrating,for reasons I will explain below.
The book has four parts: I, a brief summaryof work in traditionaland generative metrics; II, a long and insightfuldiscussion of rhythmicform and the
rhythmicstructuresused in English verse; III, an explicit account of the rules
of English metrics; and IV, a discussion of the esthetics of rhythm, including
textual analyses of individualpoems using the formal theory. As the second
and third sections are of the greatest interest to linguists, I will focus on them
below.
2. RHYTHMIC
IN POETRY.A's discussion of rhythmic structure
STRUCTURES

focuses first on the 'four-beatrhythm'characteristicof popularverse: the pattern of ballads, hymns, nursery rhymes, and birthdaycards. He shows that a
pervasive binary hierarchyunderliesthese forms. Four-beatverse is normally
composed in quatrains,which can be shown to resolve successively into two
couplets and four lines, with the four beats of the line arrangedin pairs. Readers
familiar with work in so-called 'metrical' phonology will find this a familiar
notion; taking the license of recognizing a foot level, one might represent the
structureof four-beatiambic verse as in Figure 1.
This idea is not new, but A's presentationof it is the best I have seen, and
locates new evidence for it. The COUPLET
level is motivatedby the distribution
of syntactic breaks in verse, the salience of which normallycorrespondsto the
strength of the break in the metrical pattern. Rhyme schemes (typically aabb
or abab) reinforce couplet structurethroughadjacency or parallelism.A finds
a third, novel argumentfrom verse in which upbeats and offbeats occur freely
at the beginningsand ends of lines: in duple verse, they tend to be distributed
so as to reinforcecontinuousbinaryalternationwithincouplets, as in la below,
but to break alternationacross couplet boundaries, as in lb. In triple verse,
the same strategy is used, with lc favored within couplets, Id at mid-quatrain:
x x x x x / x x x x x ...
c
(1) a. . x x x x x / x x x
x...
d
x x x /xx x/x
x x x x xx...
x...
...
b . .xx
xx/xxxx: .x ......
xx/xxxxx
.
...
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LINE
COLON

FOOT FOOT

FOOT
W

COLON

Sw

SW

S

FOOT
W

S

He took the halter frae his hose

LINE
COUPLET

And of his purpose did na fail

LINE
QUATRAIN

He slipt it oer the Wanton's nose

LINE
COUPLET

And tied it to his gray mare's tail

LINE

FIGURE1. 'The Lochmaben harper'. Child 1882, 192A.

The most strikingevidence for the binary hierarchy, however, is its ability
to induce the perception of 'salient beats' at the end of three-stress lines, to
fill out the pattern (cf. Patmore 1857, Burling 1966):
(2) Upon the eighteenth day of June,
A dreary day to see, (0)
The s6uthern lords did pitch their camp
Just at the bridge of Dee. (0)
'Bonny John Seton' (Child, 198A)
A's evidence for these silent beats is strong. They show up as pauses in
rhythmicreading (particularlyin choral recitation;cf. Boomsliter et al. 1973);
they are also reflected in rhyme schemes (three-beatlines can't rhyme with
four) and in the much greater difficulty of pausing after a four-beatline.
Dipodic rhythms (alternatingprominencepatternsamong feet) provide support for the COLONlevel of the hierarchy:in dipodic rhythm, the sw labeling
of the feet is extended to the colon level, as in Figure 2.
COLON
w

S

FOOT

FOOT

WS

W
2S

FIGURE2.
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As A shows, both sw and ws varietiesof dipodicverse exist. Verse containing
three-beatlines may only be sw-dipodic, as a silent foot cannot occupy strong
position.
A also detects the binaryhierarchyin disguisedform. For example, he shows
(87) that the 'fourteener'line is actually a 4 + 3-beat couplet in disguise:
(3) But clouds obscure my aged sight. / A vision fr6m afar (0)
Blake, 'America' 9.12
Similarly, the 16th century 'poulter's measure' is simply the [3 + 3] + [4 + 3]
quatrain,remolded into a couplet (93):
(4) The doubt of future f6es (0) / exiles my presentjoy, (0)
And wit me warns to shun such snares / as threatenmine ann6y. (0)
Queen Elizabeth I, 'The doubt of future foes ...'

Limericks and other forms go the opposite way, employing the colon in
the role normallytaken by the line. Perhapsmost strikingare meters that blur
the levels. Thus, when phonetically long syllables are allowed to serve for
two short ones, it is not clear which level is the foot and which the colon; see
Figure 3.
LINE

?

A

/\ AA

A

ws(s
(s w) (s w) (s w)(s w) s
w(sw)
black
have
Baa, baa,
you any wool? (0)
sheep,
FIGURE3.

The question may be meaningless: the levels seem to have no identifying
characteristicsother than their position in the binary hierarchy.
Later, A shifts the discussion to iambic pentameter, showing how it is a
completely different species from four-beat verse. To mention only some of
the ways it differs: pentameterdoesn't demandquatrainforms; it is necessarily
strict in syllable count; it tolerates hexameters and tetrameters in the same
poem (without inducing silent beats); it eschews dipodic rhythm; it doesn't
demand rhyme; and it tolerates run-on lines much more freely. These largescale correlationsclearly deserve to be explained, and I think A's approachis
basically correct. He attacks the common but naive notion that iambic pentameteris in any way the 'naturalmeasureof English.' Such an account ignores
the fact that pentameter is confined to art verse, that children acquire fourbeat verse first, and that four-beat verse is far more widespread among languages (cf. Burling 1966, Ker 1928). Poets favor pentameterprecisely because
it is unnatural:in art verse, the poet is strivingfor more subtle rhythmiceffects,
and to achieve them must escape the powerful rhythm of the naturalbinary
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hierarchy.Pentameterescapes binaritybecause five is indivisible, and because
(unlike three and seven, the other candidates)it won't match a power of two
if a silent beat is added.
A applies the idea of an 'escape from binarity' to explain the facts noted
above, with varying degrees of success. I will not review these cases except
to point out a methodological problem: his explanations sometimes invoke
postulates that have no more intuitive plausibilitythan their opposites. Thus
the four-beat line is said to require rhyme because it is a more 'perceptually
salient' rhythmicunit, which demandsthat its end be marked.But as A admits
(137), one mightjust as well expect the less salient pentameterunits to require
rhyme, in order to demarcatetheir frail boundaries. In fact, elsewhere in the
book A invokes postulates that contradicteach other: he claims on p. 183 that
a certain cadence is less disruptiveif it occurs early in the line; but to explain
a different fact, he claims on p. 185 that it is less disruptive if it occurs late.
Clearly, some effort is needed to see which postulates have widespread explanatoryvalue, and which only seem plausible. But this is not to say that A's
work is without value: he has located and codified a large body of facts to be
explained, and has formulateda principlethat can help explain them.
3. STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS.A's formal analysis of English meter is based on

a numberof interestingand novel ideas. Most generativeaccounts (amongthem
Halle & Keyser 1971, Magnuson& Ryder 1971, Beaver 1971, Chisholm 1977,
Kiparsky 1977, Hayes 1983)assume an underlyingmetricalpattern, plus a set
of rules that determine when the linguistic materialconstitutes an acceptable
realizationof that pattern. It is claimed that the readerof poetry experiences
a kind of 'counterpoint'between linguistic and metricalrhythms, which lends
the materialvarietyand interest. A also assumes an underlyingmetricalpattern:
thus he annotates iambic pentameteras o B o B o B o B o B (B indicates Beat,
o Offbeat). However, the relation between the pattern and the linguistic material is considerablymore concrete: A is opposed to the counterpointnotion,
and instead proposes rules in which each beat of the metricalpatternis realized
by a specific syllable in the line. The unmarkedcase naturallyis that stressed
syllables realize beats, stressless syllables offbeats. Morerhythmicallycomplex
lines are analysed with 'deviationrules', which specify when stressed syllables
may serve for unstressed, and vice versa. For the most part, these are straightforward. A stressless syllable may serve as stressed when it is not adjacentto
a stressed syllable ('Promotion'); and a stressed syllable may serve as unstressed when it occurs between two stressed syllables ('Demotion'):
I must attend time's leisure with my moan
(5)
stress: -

-

-+

beats: o B o B

+

+-

-

-

o

Bo

B

o B

+

Shakespeare, Son. 44
As A points out, these rules correspondto rhythmictendencies in the spoken
language.
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PROMOTIONand DEMOTIONcannot account for a fairly common cadence

in which two stressless syllables directly precede two stressed ones:
(6) When your sweet issue your sweet form should bear
-

[-

+

+][-

-

+ +]

-

+

Shakespeare, Son. 13
A has an ingenious account of this cadence. He notes that, in popularverse,
adjacentbeats sometimes occur without an interveningstressless syllable:
(7) Adam delved and Eve span;
+

-

+-

+

+

B
Bo
o B (o) B
Who was then the gentleman?
-

+

+

-

+

+-

B o
B o Bo
B
The listener mentallyinserts the missingoffbeatin the extratime madeavailable
by the adjacent clashing stresses. Popularverse also allows for the use of two
adjacent stressless syllables to realize an offbeat:
(8) And you must come to my master dear
-

+

-

+

--

o

B

o

B

o

+-

+

Bo

B

'BarbaraAllen' (Child, 84B)
In analysing the cadence of 6, A assumes that both these options of popular
verse are also available in art verse, but in a restrictedform. Since art verse
normallypreserves syllable count, an 'impliedoffbeat', as in 7, may occur only
when accompanied by a 'double offbeat', as in 8, and vice versa. Further, in
most forms of verse, the compensatingcadence cannot occur randomlyin the
line, but must immediatelyfollow the first deviation. Under these rules, 6 is
scanned as follows:
(9) When your sweet issue your sweet form should bear
-

-

+0+-

o

-

BoB

o

+0+

-

+

BoB

o

B

The compensatingimplied and double offbeats are shown by arrows. A's rule
can also account for line-internalinversion, in which the double offbeat follows
the implied offbeat:
(10) When that the poor have cried, Caesar hath wept
-

-

-+

Bo BoB

-

-

+0+-

BoB

o

+

B

Julius Caesar 3.2.99
Although there are other rules in A's system, this summarywill suffice for
the discussion that follows.
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4. EVALUATION.
The most frustratingaspect of A's presentationis the kind
of evidence he uses to support his analysis. Generative work in metrics has
insisted on checking proposedrules againsta corpus of lines from a given poet,
taking the corpus as evidence for what patterns the poet felt to be metrically
well- or ill-formed.A downplaysthis methodology, emphasizingan alternative
(51-2):
'[Generativemetrics]has not made full use of one of the most distinctiveand powerfulprocedures of the linguisticmethodfrom which it is derived. A linguistattemptingto formulate
the grammarof a languagewill constantlytest the output of his rule againstthe competence
of a native speaker;if he is workingon his own language,this will usually, at least in the first
instance, be himself.'

This appeal to native intuitionsis taken further.A intends his theory explicitly
as a performancemodel: the rules 'are concerned not with underlyingcompetence but with perceptual experience' (152); they 'should be a formalised
statement of the ways in which we perceive a regularrhythmwhen we read,
or hear, metrical verse' (151). A criticizes certain proposals in the generative
literature(49-50, 273) precisely because they don't capture what he takes to
be the reader's perceptual experience.
I think that A has seriously misunderstoodgenerative methodologyhere, in
two ways. The first involves the great diversity of metrical practice found in
the English tradition:to some degree, every poet has his or her own 'dialect'
(cf. Kiparsky 197;A 46, 52). It is at best optimistic to suppose that people can
supply reliable well-formednessjudgments for a linguistic system they have
learned as adults. Some people can read Latin or Shakespearean English
fluently, but a syntax article on these languages in which the grammaticality
judgments were provided by the author would be rejected by any responsible
journal. A's rules thus are at best valid only for verse composed by A himselfthough if such verse exists, I would be curious to know if he abides by them.
The other aspect of generative methodology that A has ignored is the need
to minimize the burden placed on native intuitions. Native speakers are often
asked about well-formedness,ambiguity,and the like; but they are not normally
asked for the correct structuralanalysis of the materialbeing studied. There
are good reasons for this: native speakersof Englishcannot directlyintuitthat,
in John saw Mary, the sequence saw Mary is a constituent; they can only
provide the well-formednessjudgmentsthat would lead one to that conclusion.
Similarly, English speakers who have Flappingand /ay/-Raisingin their phonologies cannot tell you directlyhow they orderthese rules, but they can provide
the appropriateevidence by pronouncing writer and rider. A repeatedly demands of the native speaker intuitions of the structuralsort, e.g. in claiming
that exactly five beats are perceived in every line (212), or that the hearer
reduces the hierarchyof stress levels to two categories (156, 160). As this kind
of intuitionis demonstrablyunreliable,A's evidence must be regardedas weak.
It is worth asking, then, how A's analysis stacks up when evaluated with
the kind of evidence that he de-emphasizes-the lines that poets write and
don't write. I will focus on two areas.
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4.1. A's treatmentof the role of syntactic boundariesin meter is a novel one. The basic facts
are not controversial:when poets employ cadences like I la, below, they normallyplace a strong
syntactic break between the two stressed syllables. Cadences like I lb work in the opposite way:
poets strenuouslyavoid placinga majorbreak between the two stresses.
-

(11) a. + 0 + -

b. -

o

BoB

-

o

+ 0 +

BoB

Noting facts like these, recent generativework posits metricalrules that make explicit reference
to syntacticbreaks.But A interestinglydenies thatsuch rulesexist (257),andclaimsthatthe effects
of syntactic breaks can be accountedfor on independentgrounds.Let us examine his arguments.
First, A points out that the pause or extra length induced by a syntactic break can aid the
perceptionof an implied offbeat, thus encouragingthe scansion of lla. This is sensible, but it
clearly can't count as an argument,since what is supposed to explain the preferencefor pauses
in I a will counter-explainthe avoidanceof pauses in I lb.
A's other argumentis more sophisticated,and is based on two assumptions.First, if a breakis
flanked by stressed syllables, the first stress will normallybe perceived as more prominentthan
the second. Second, poets avoid lines that the readermightparse into four-beat,ternaryrhythms.
Breaks in the cadence of lb are avoided because the resultinglines would fall into the ternary
trap;cf. the constructed12b.In the cadenceof I la, however,the relativeprominenceof the stresses
flankingthe break will fend off the ternaryrhythm,as shown in 12a:
(12) a. At Sestos Hero dwelt, Hero the fair
+ +-

o

+

+

o

o B BoB

Bo

B
Marlowe, 'Hero and Leander'I, 5

b. *At Sest6s she dwelt, Marl6we'sH6ro fair
-

+-

-

+0+

-

+-+

BoB
o
BoB
o B o
The troublewith this argumentis that some poets scrupulouslyavoid the cadence of I Ib, yet often
write pentametersthat face a greaterdangerof triple rhythmthan 12bdoes. Shakespeareis such
a poet (cf. Kiparsky 1975:598):
Ven. 752
(13) a. L6ve-lackingvestals and self-lovingnfns
Rom. 3.5.12
b. Yond light is n6t daylight, I kn6w it, I
Son. 7
c. Resemblingstr6ng y6uth in his middleage
JC 3.1.203
d. To see thy Ant6ny makinghis peace
Son. 30
e. When to the sessi6ns 6f sweet silent th6ught
At least in my data collection, Shakespearealso avoids lines that resemble 12b, but would escape
any hint of triple rhythmthroughemphaticstress or other means:
(constructed)
(14) *At Sdstos she dwelt; Athens never saw her
The effect of competingtriplerhythmsin iambicpoetry strikesme as doubtful,for a reason which
A points out (78-9): if the precedinglines have set up an expectationof iambic pentameter,then
listeners will not favor a competingtriple rhythmunless the materialabsolutelycompels it.
The upshot is that A has provided no real alternativeto metricalrules that refer to syntactic
breaks. It isn't clear why one would want to avoid such rules in the first place, since the principles
involvedare straightforward(cf. Hayes 1983,Kiparsky1977):phraseendingsare metricallystrict,
and discouragemismatchedstress peaks, but phrase beginningsare metricallyfree, allowinginversion. Even if A's rulesworked,one wouldstill preferthe generativeaccountsjust cited, because
they can accountfor morephenonema.In particular,they explainwhy A's ruleof Demotionusually
won't apply to syllables precedinga break; why poets normallyavoid placing a break after the
second beat in Ila; and why lines that don't begin with a syntactic break shun initialinversions.
All these cases would requireadditionalrules underA's theory.
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4.2. A second area in which A's accountdifferssubstantiallyfromearlierwork is the treatment
of word boundariesin metrics. Recent generativeaccounts include some version of the following
rule: for most poets, the main stress of a polysyllabicword must either occupy an even position
or follow a pause. A splits this prohibitioninto two parts.The first is the restrictionalreadynoted
that the double offbeatthat compensatesan impliedoffbeatmust be adjacentto it, and vice versa.
This marksas exceptionala line like this from Keats:
(15) How many bards gild the lapses of time
+-+

o

+

B oB

Bo

+-

o

+

B

o

B

t

t

Here lapses is the mismatchedpolysyllable. The other half of the prohibitionis encoded in the
rule of LINKAGE(265, 270):
(16) In the cadences (a) -

- + 0 + and (b) + 0 + -

o BoB
BoB
o
the second and thirdsyllables may not belongto the same word. Exception:in (b) this
is permittedif the word follows a syntactic break.
Linkagewould rule out this hypotheticalline:
(17) *How many bards will gild lapses of time
- +-+

-

++

-

+

Bo B
o
B
o BoB
o
Here lapses is the linked word. Under generative accounts, this line is excluded by the same
constraintthat excludes 15.
AlthoughA's account immediatelyseems the less appealing,since it uses two rules instead of
one, it is here that A makes one of his few empiricalarguments.Kiparsky1977notes that Milton
occasionallytoleratesthe cadence of 15 (by my count, about 30 lines in the 12,600of Paradise lost
andParadise regained), but he almost never employs the cadence of 17 (only one line in the same
corpus). We thus can say, under A's theory, that Milton employs a strict linkingconstraint,but
occasionally permitsnon-adjacentcompensation-A's theory correctly predicts that the two restrictionsshould be independent.
On closer inspection, however, A's argumentturns out to be weak: of the roughly 30 lines I
have found in Miltonthat mightsupportit, fully 40%would be markedas unmetricalby his rules
on independentgrounds.The problemwith these lines is that, even with liberaluse of A's deviation
rules, one cannot extract more than four beats from them:
(18) Before thy fellows, ambitious to win
-+

B

+

B

-

+-

B

-

+

B
Paradiselost 6.160

This is a serious problemnotjust for this detailof A's analysis, but also for his moregeneralclaim
(212) that the most fundamentalrequirementof metricalityis the possibilityof locatingfive beats
in the line. Misplacinga polysyllableis a fairly serious offense in Englishmetrics, and a line that
commits it should be contrite enough not to go on and violate the most fundamentalprincipleof
the system. I would take this as evidence (againstA's intuitions)that the five-beatprincipleis NOT
fundamental.The metricalpatternhas five beats; but individuallines do not necessarilyhave five
stressed syllables, however we count them.
A also treats the cadences which form the mirrorimagesof 15 and 17, in which the mismatched
polysyllable bears final stress. By analogy with the earlier analysis, his theory predicts that the
non-adjacentcompensationcases, as in 19a, should be more acceptablethan ones prohibitedby
Linkage, as in 19b (both lines are A's constructs):
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(19) a. Your- business expects to catch men with show
+

o

-

+

-+

+

-

+

B

oB

oB

o

B

o

B

t

t

b. Your business does not invite men with show
-

+

-

-[-

-+

+]

-

+

o
o
Bo
oBoB
B
B
To test this, A returnsto intuitive evidence, claimingto perceive the predicteddifferencein acceptability(274). I find the two lines about equally bad. But readerswith theoreticalaxes to grind
shouldn'tbe consulted, anyway. The more objective evidence that I have been able to find is as
follows: both Keats and Shelley occasionally write lines like 19b, but they systematicallyavoid
the cadence of 19a. This is just the opposite of what A predicts.
It is clear that no one has yet come up with a definitivetreatmentof the role of word boundaries
in meter.A certainamountof arbitrarinessmaybe involved;e.g., ShelleyandKeats allowcadences
like 19bthat Miltonexcludes, and vice versa (15, 18).A's idea of separatingLinkageandpostponed
pairingis interesting,and may play a role in the ultimaterightanswer. But his account as stated
cannot stand up to some fairly rudimentaryempiricalchecking.
4.3. A's treatmentof syntacticbreaksandof wordboundariesareonly two examplesof a pattern
that pervades his whole analysis. Repeatedlyhe advances interestingand promisingideas about
metricalrules; but withoutthe testing that they deserve, these ideas remainonly that-interesting
and promising.

5. CONCLUSION.
A's work exemplifies a dilemma facing modern metrics. As
he acknowledges (52-3), generative work in the field is advancing in both theoretical sophistication and empirical adequacy. But this work continues to be
sterile and unsatisfying to the scholar interested in how and why 'meter functions so powerfully as a literary device' (53). As A says, 'no set of tools has
been provided to analyse the expressive power of rhythmic forms in ... verse'.
By contrast, as a linguist I find that, in reading work by literary scholars, I am
often struck by the wisdom and insight of their ideas-but at the same time
feel frustrated by the absence of any empirical testing of those ideas, as would
be customary in linguistics. The conflict derives from the differing but equally
legitimate questions the two fields face: literary critics are interested mainly
in those deeper questions that will probably never be solved through scientific
inquiry, while linguists like to believe that the more superficial problems they
address are ultimately solvable by appeal to evidence.
The easy way out of this dilemma would be for the two fields to ignore each
other, an outcome that A apparently finds desirable (214-15). I disagree with
him, for two reasons. First, although literary criticism must ultimately be evaluated on its wisdom and insight, it plausibly should be placed as much as
possible on solid empirical foundations. Literary scholars would doubtless reject a critical interpretation of a poem if it depended on a corrupt version of
the text. The same should hold true if the interpretation is based on a theory
of meter that is falsified by the data, even if the theory is intuitively appealing.
Second, in considering the intricacies discovered by generative metricists, I
often wonder just what the esthetic function of all this complexity might be.
It would be a shame if this question were not addressed by critics, who are
better equipped than linguists to answer it. In short, metrics deserves a theory
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that is satisfying to both camps. Those who hope to devise such a theory will
find The rhythms of English poetry to be a valuable and challenging source of
ideas.
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